MARIJA LAGINJA

First of all it was a privilgue to be here. My experience at AIR Krems exceeded my
expectation. I'm very greatful to Heidrun Schlögl – she was remarkably helpful and kind
during my whole stay, and also to Sabine Güldenfuss always ready to cheer you up.
Accomodation, atmosphere and environment were also on the highest level.
The whole experience was also a great opportunity to discover Austrian culture and art
scene. Here I also have to say Thanks to Mr. Franz Sam who showed me some great pieces
of the contemporary Architecture in the region.
When I had applied trough ORTE I didn’t have clear vision what my project is going to be. I
just wanted to improve public space since during my study that was the main focus of my
interest.
Main observation was: Can we really call Krems the town on river? Is there opportunity to
make this town recognize in the wider community.
Main preoccupation of this proposal is creating public space on the river banks... But lack of
free space and speed of the river were/are the biggest boundaries.
PROJECT
After careful observation and taking in consideration economical situation in Europe I
decided to go with:
MAXimum impact with MINimum means
At that time that seems like a logical choice. I wanted to see what and how can I design
using minimum resources. I wanted to create one element that can be use on the river banks
and after using you can easily reuse it...
During my stay I talk to many interesting people, I saw many interesting exhibitions and
discover all beauty of Lower Austria. I can honestly say that I fell in love with picturesque
landscape of Wachau valley and I'm looking forward to visit it again but during summer.
At the end this was unforgettable experience to work in Krems and to be able to meet so
many nice people.
Thank you all once again that you make me feel like at home!”

